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The Rise and Fall of the Media as an Elite Institution
By: Zachary Hayes
Abstract
The election of Donald Trump as President has brought much attention to the partisan media coverage
of his administration. Concern about the one-sided nature of reporting and the alteration of longtime
standards has caused trust in media to decline sharply. To better understand the current situation, this
paper looks at the history of American media, from the initial partisan stage to the development of
broad standards. It then examines the recent drift back toward partisanship as an explanation for why
trust in this longstanding institution has diminished.
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Introduction
The American media have gradually evolved into a collective elite institution. In the roughly 150
years following the American Revolution, the press was a highly polarizing and divisive force, as
newspapers, the main outlets for information, served as the primary mouthpieces of political parties.
During this period, they actively sought to dramatize politics and world events in a way that reflected
the beliefs of their editors. But by the 1920s and 1930s, newspapers, together with the emerging outlets
of radio and television, professionalized and developed common standards of reporting. Suddenly,
Americans began to see the media collectively as a dominant presence in society, a development that
transformed journalism into an elite institution.1 That is, the media were now able to comprehensively
mold society in the area of public opinion. Writers spoke for the country, defined its values, enforced
mores, and uncovered wrongdoing. This period represented the press at the height of its power, when
Americans held it in high regard.
Over the past few decades, however, trust in the media has fallen, accelerating since 2000.2 A
significant number of Americans have now come to see journalistic outlets as corrupt influences that no
longer serve the public interest, especially with regard to politics. That Donald Trump won the
presidency in 2016, in part by relentlessly attacking the press, is a manifestation of how large segments
of the American people have come to despise it. This paper examines the reasons for the growing public
hostility and identifies two areas that could provide an explanation for it: divergence on major issues
such as immigration and climate change, and excessively biased coverage of political affairs.
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Beginnings
To better understand the media’s fall from their prominent status as a respected elite
institution, it is imperative to grasp how they obtained such high standing. We must therefore trace the
media’s development throughout the course of American history. In the country’s earliest days, the
dominant leaders of the press were newspapers scattered across the country. They were highly partisan,
pushed a particular political agenda, and did not pretend to acknowledge the other side’s viewpoints.
This arrangement first became evident in the initial years of the Washington administration, when
Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson split over the direction of national policy. Hamilton’s
supporters, the Federalists, who favored vigorous use of the federal government to promote commerce
and national unity, founded the Gazette of the United States in 1789 to promote their ideas.3 Soon after,
Jefferson founded the National Gazette to push the limited government, decentralized, and rural-centric
views of his followers, the Democratic-Republicans.4 Because these papers received backing from
prominent politicians, they began attacking opponents in the government. The National Gazette even
criticized President Washington for “overdrawing his salary” and “unconstitutional acts” because of his
implicit sympathies toward the Federalists.5
In the ensuing years, the accusations only intensified with the increasing bitterness of political
rivalry. In 1796, the Philadelphia General Advertiser, later known as the Aurora, declared, “If ever a
nation was debauched by a man, the American nation has been debauched by Washington…If ever a
nation was deceived by a man, the American nation has been deceived by Washington.”6 During the
1800 presidential campaign, the pro-Democratic-Republican Richmond Examiner called John Adams “a
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hoary-headed incendiary.”7 Most controversially, in 1802, the pro-Federalist New York Evening Post
attacked Thomas Jefferson for having children with one of his slaves, Sally Hemings.8 These media
attacks were quite bitter and personal, while simultaneously setting a precedent for media outlets to act
as advocates for a particular set of beliefs.
As the 19th century progressed, the nature of newspapers changed. Editorials stopped acting as
mouthpieces of particular political parties and began to reflect the independent opinions of their
editors.9 In addition, newspapers consolidated under a few owners, including William Randolph Hearst
and Joseph Pulitzer.10 They sought to sensationalize media coverage in a way they claimed was “antipolitical,” a practice now known as “yellow journalism,” but they still exerted significant influence over
how the public viewed the political affairs of the day.11 Most notably, Hearst’s New York Journal and
Pulitzer’s New York World reported on the Cuban revolt against Spanish rule during the 1890s as a
dramatic clash between good and evil.12 These papers’ portrayal of the conflict aroused readers’ sense
of morality to such an extent that they created a public outcry for war against Spain after the U.S.S.
Maine exploded in Havana’s harbor in 1898.13 Thus, during this era of disentanglement from political
parties, newspapers remained strong advocates for particular political actors and causes, creating a bias
based on the editors’ personal preferences.
As the press moved away from direct party involvement and toward the sensational reporting of
Hearst and Pulitzer, one phenomenon continued unabated: politicians’ disdain for media sources.
Officials in government during this transition, particularly presidents, saw newspapers as great
nuisances seeking to hinder their political agendas. This was particularly the case during the Civil War. In
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one shocking incident, President Abraham Lincoln ordered the military to shut down the New York
World and the New York Journal of Commerce and arrest their editors for drumming up anti-war opinion
by reporting, based on false documents, that Lincoln wanted to draft more New Yorkers into the army.14
The situation was resolved when the two papers agreed to apologize and admit their sources were
fake.15 This tension continued over the ensuing decades. President Benjamin Harrison, at the end of his
term in the 1890s, expressed to reporters his displeasure regarding the press coverage his
administration had received, describing it as “cruel, unfair, and discourteous.”16 In addition, despite
generally cordial relations with the press, President William McKinley considered indicting the editors of
the New York Evening Post and the Springfield Republican for their negative coverage of the SpanishAmerican War.17 By taking partisan and oppositional stances toward government policy, the press
served as a great annoyance to elected officials, who sought to keep it at arm’s length. As such, the
media did not gain the influential power of a collective elite institution for roughly the first 150 years of
the American republic.
Modernization and Elite Status
During the 1920s and 1930s, the press underwent significant professionalization, which
gradually altered its social standing. The main cause of this development was the dominance of
Progressivism, which emphasized the need to replace rancorous political debates with the knowledge
and skill of experts, as well as the need to find empirical “truth.”18 One of the most influential figures in
this metamorphosis was Progressive thinker and social commentator Walter Lippmann.19 During World
War I, Lippmann had served on President Woodrow Wilson’s Committee on Public Information, led by
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George Creel, which sought to use the media to manipulate public opinion in favor of the war.20 Upon
reflection, he realized that the government could pose a significant threat to the press in the future,
unless the latter changed the way it operated.21 As such, Lippmann strongly advocated in his 1920 book,
Liberty and the News, for the press to undergo professional education to learn that “good reporting
requires the exercise of the highest of scientific virtues.”22 “Modernized logic” was essential for
uncovering the “objective” truth and ensuring that reporters did not make the mistake of accepting
every comment at face value.23 Furthermore, Lippmann discouraged the media from serving as
advocates for particular causes or candidates because this could draw the press away from the pursuit
of truth.24 Rather, outlets were to serve as mechanisms by which society progressed toward the future.25
Lippmann thus argued that the professionalization of reporters and development of journalistic
standards would improve the accuracy of information and enhance liberty.26
As Walter Lippmann designed his revolutionary vision for the press, long-term developments
combined to turn the media into a collective elite institution and make his vision a reality. First, the
number of active daily newspapers declined significantly during the early 20th century. Between 1910
and 1930, the number of cities with two or more competing papers fell from 57.1 percent to 20.6
percent.27 This trend meant that newspapers became larger, allowing for uniform news standards to
spread across the country.28 Another major factor pushing Lippmann’s goals was the development of
radio and television. Between 1930 and 1940, radio ownership skyrocketed, rising from 46 percent of
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households to 82 percent.29 Radio’s reign as the dominant outlet did not last long though, as television
soon took over a couple of decades later. The number of households with a television set rose from two
percent in 1949 to 87 percent in 1959, a remarkably rapid ascent.30 These forms of media could
broadcast over long distances and reach people across the nation almost instantly, creating a need for
common production and broadcasting standards to meet growing demand in new markets.31 In
addition, the television industry saw competition among three major networks: CBS, NBC, and ABC.32
Only these outlets broadcasted into American homes, ensuring that news programs would develop
similar formats that could be standardized for nationwide audiences.
The third factor that aided in the development of the professionalized media involved the
growing consensus among Americans on economic and political issues. The New Deal and World War II
greatly reduced income inequality until, by the 1950s, the wealthiest one percent held nine percent of
income, down from 19 percent in the 1910s.33 Furthermore, the voting patterns among Republican and
Democratic members of Congress converged, as both parties accepted a greater role for government in
the lives of its citizens.34 This development reduced economic tension and increased the likelihood that
people would view the press as reporting a singular truth, enhancing its status among Americans.
The result of these consolidating and centralizing trends was that the media blossomed into a
dominant institution during the mid-20th century. Common standards ensured that stories were covered
in a similar manner among competing outlets, and professionalization removed the toxic partisanship of
old, giving the press an air of objectivity that it previously lacked. The American people grew
comfortable with this new arrangement, as indicated by polling from the period. A 1956 ANES poll
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revealed that 78 percent of Republicans and 64 percent of Democrats viewed newspapers as “fair” in
their coverage, a remarkable level of bipartisan agreement.35 Similarly, two Roper polls taken in June
and November 1964 found that 71 percent and 61 percent of participants, respectively, believed that
the three big TV networks did not “generally favor one political party over another.”36 These numbers
indicate that the press had gained the trust of the American people and now wielded significant power
to shape opinion.
Prominent politicians recognized that conditions had changed and began to accommodate the
newly empowered media. Though President Franklin D. Roosevelt and his administration consistently
quarreled with leading newspapers that were sympathetic to the Republicans, and sought to discredit
their attacks on his programs, subsequent presidents accepted the press as a feature of American
politics.37 For example, Presidents Harry Truman and Dwight D. Eisenhower generally maintained
friendly relations with the press, while President John F. Kennedy actively courted it and developed
friendships with many prominent reporters.38 This state of affairs represented the press at the height of
its power. Americans saw it as a national institution that uncovered the truth and protected them
against the misdeeds of prominent political and societal figures. As such, the media were able to
influence the outcome of major events, such as the Vietnam War, where CBS news anchor Walter
Cronkite’s disillusionment possibly enabled the powerful antiwar movement to gain traction, and the
Watergate scandal, where Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein of The Washington Post uncovered the
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depth of the affair and ultimately forced President Richard Nixon to resign.39 40 The press’ evolution from
partisan mouthpiece to elite institution was complete.
Lost Confidence
Nevertheless, this zenith would prove short-lived, as confidence in the media began to wane in
the decades following the 1970s. According to Gallup, the number of people who trusted the media “a
great deal” or “a fair amount” reached a peak of 72 percent in 1977, before beginning a downward
trend that saw trust drop to 50 percent by the 1990s, around 40 percent in the 2000s, and
approximately 30 percent in 2016.41 2016 was a momentous year because it saw Donald Trump run for
president against established institutions, especially the news media. In the process, he defied
expectations by eking out a narrow victory. Even so, this dramatic event that represented how far the
press’ public standing had fallen could not have occurred without a gradual and significant buildup of
tension over a longer period of time. While there are many possible explanations for the decline in
media trust that manifested itself in 2016, the most prominent include the divergence between the
public and the media on sensitive political issues, and biased coverage of candidates whom the press
disfavors.42
The first area where the media and the public diverge involves certain political topics that have
divided the country in recent years, such as immigration and climate change. In the case of immigration,
many major media outlets have taken an accommodative stance, supporting immigrants regardless of
whether or not they entered the country legally. For example, The Washington Post’s editorial board
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endorsed the failed 2013 immigration bill, which gave legal status to millions of illegal immigrants, and
The New York Times’ editorial board applauded President Obama’s executive action to shield between
four and five million illegal immigrants from deportation.43 44 These sympathetic positions on
immigration have colored some of the papers’ reporting on the issue. For instance, when The
Washington Post announced that the Senate had passed the 2013 bill, its report applied subtle pressure
to the measure’s Republican opposition. The authors mentioned that Republicans faced significant
problems with Hispanic voters, which by implication would only get worse if they opposed the
legislation, and that a broad coalition of farmers, faith leaders, educators, labor unions, and business
groups supported the legislation.45 The Washington Post, therefore, carried the message of those who
wanted fewer restrictions on immigration.
This dynamic also occurred in the coverage of The New York Times after the announcement of
President Obama’s executive action. The editorial board’s supportive attitude permeated beyond the
opinion section to the news coverage. For example, one piece that the paper published in the days
immediately following the action mentioned the Republicans’ opposition, but also discussed their
divisions on how to proceed due to their electoral problems with Hispanics.46 In addition, the article
gave outsized space to discussing how advocates for the executive action had pressured the president
by criticizing his deportation policy and his slow approach to helping needy migrants.47 These pieces
from The Washington Post and The New York Times, by emphasizing the dangers for Republicans on
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immigration, and stressing the supposedly broad and intense support for loosening restrictions on
immigration, show that elite media outlets’ reporting on the issue is biased.
Even though the press has largely expressed positive views of immigration, the public is
distinctly divided on the issue, a trend that has only increased over time. In 2002, for example, Gallup
released a poll that showed that 54 percent of respondents wanted to decrease immigration levels, 26
percent wanted to maintain current levels of immigration, and 17 percent hoped to increase
immigration levels.48 In 2016, Gallup asked respondents the same question and found that 38 percent of
respondents sought to decrease the level of immigration, compared to 38 percent who wanted to
maintain current levels and 21 percent who hoped to increase immigration levels.49 While such numbers
may suggest greater acceptance of immigration among the public than in the recent past, they do not
indicate the same level of support for open immigration that the press espouses. A large disconnect still
exists between the media and the general public on the issue. Furthermore, voters concerned about
immigration levels and border security, if aroused, remain a powerful political force. In 2016, Donald
Trump repeatedly emphasized his vision of strict border enforcement and limits on legal immigration,
and, despite intense media opposition, rallied them to his cause. This trend is best exhibited by opinions
about his proposed border wall. According to the Pew Research Center, 79 percent of Trump backers
favored building a wall along the Mexican border, indicating that a significant contingent of his support
came from voters anxious about illegal immigration.50 Donald Trump’s unanticipated victory stemmed,
in part, from exploiting a longstanding disconnect between the media and a large group of voters on the
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desired structure of the immigration system. This division damaged the press’ elite standing and further
eroded its support among the public.
The second major political issue on which the media and much of the population diverge is that
of climate change. On this topic, the media typically emphasize the need to protect the Earth as one of
the most pressing concerns. As such, they tend to favor government plans that reduce the amount of
pollutants in the atmosphere. The editorial boards of both The Washington Post and The New York
Times, for instance, have endorsed the enactment of a carbon tax, arguing that it would help reduce the
effects of climate change and raise large amounts of revenue to help the poor adjust to higher fuel
prices.51 52 This stance, in a manner similar to positions on immigration, colored the two outlets’
reporting on climate change. For example, after the conclusion of the 2015 Paris Climate Accord, a
global pact in which 196 countries agreed to fight climate change, The Washington Post gave outsized
space to people supporting the action and only briefly addressed the views of congressional
opponents.53 Furthermore, the report did not mention the potential downsides of the agreement,
instead unquestioningly accepting the narrative that drastic action was needed to prevent global
average temperatures from rising by two degrees Celsius.54 The New York Times’ reporting on the Paris
Accord was structured similarly. Its news article on the agreement centered on the pact’s historic nature
and the urgent need to halt the rise in temperatures.55 Though it provided more detail on Republican
legislative resistance to the deal and its broader implementation difficulties, the piece effectively
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repeated the narrative of the negotiators and did not mention that the agreement could have potential
economic downsides.56 The reporting of The Washington Post and The New York Times on the Paris
Climate Accord thus reveals that elite media sources are definitively biased in favor of aggressive action
on climate change, regardless of the costs.
As with immigration, a noticeable disconnect exists between the media and the general public
on climate change. While the press is strongly in favor of taking measures to combat it, everyday
Americans are split on the issue. Some polls, such as two from Gallup, have found that more Americans
prioritize protecting the environment over obtaining economic growth (57 percent to 35 percent,
according to the most recent data), and that more people believe the effects of climate change are
underestimated, rather than overestimated or predicted correctly (41 percent to 33 percent to 25
percent, respectively).57 A third Gallup poll, however, showed that public concern about climate change
depended strongly on political party affiliation, with 66 percent of Democrats and only 18 percent of
Republicans saying they worried “a great deal” about it.58 This finding indicates that many Americans do
not see the impact of such a phenomenon in their daily lives. The country’s overall commitment to
fighting climate change is further clouded by the fact that many people do not consider it to be manmade. Pew Research Center surveys taken in the months before the 2016 election revealed that only 27
percent of Trump supporters, 15 percent of conservative Republicans, and 34 percent of
moderate/liberal Republicans, thought human activity contributed to climate change.59 60 These
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surprisingly low numbers that suggest a significant number of Americans are skeptical of the science
behind climate change.
Finally, setting aside the lack of public consensus on the existence of the problem, many
Americans do not believe the proposed solutions for combating climate change will be effective. The
same Pew Research polls indicated that only 33 percent of Trump supporters believed corporate tax
incentives—such as a carbon tax or an emissions tax credit—together with 23 percent of conservative
Republicans and 47 percent of moderate/liberal Republicans, would reduce the risk of climate change.61
62

Similarly, only 34 percent of Trump supporters, 27 percent of conservative Republicans, and 48

percent of moderate/liberal Republicans believed international agreements would reduce the rate of
climate change.63 64 These responses signify that many Americans are not ready, politically, to accept the
proposed plans for solving this major environmental issue.
The data above suggest that a major gap exists between media elites and large numbers of
Americans on the subject of climate change. While the press tends to support restricting economic
activity to curb carbon emissions, the general public is much more ambivalent, with many people
outright opposed to such ideas. Similar to those who felt marginalized on immigration, tension built up
among many voters who felt ignored or ridiculed for their beliefs on climate change, to the point where
they were eager to make a political statement. In 2016, Donald Trump seized on this state of discontent
by railing against the Obama administration’s initiatives on climate change, winning this segment of the
public’s support. For example, he rejected a carbon tax, condemned the Paris Climate Accord, and
pledged to kill President Obama’s Clean Power Plan, which limited carbon emissions from power
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plants.65 66 67 Given that these proposals were a prominent part of Trump’s platform, it is probable that
opposition to plans that addressed climate change contributed to his narrow victory. As such, the
campaign revealed the extent of the disparity between the views of the media and those of Trump
voters and Republicans on climate change. This issue therefore also serves as an indicator of the media’s
diminished status as a collective American institution.
The second area that reveals the extent to which the press’ standing among the public has fallen
concerns its biased coverage of particular political candidates. In recent years, Americans have grown
disillusioned with how the media have exercised their role in the political process, seeing them as tilting
the scales against politicians that their owners and employees dislike. Given that this phenomenon was
most clearly visible during the 2016 presidential election, the ensuing analysis will focus entirely on that
campaign. Two incidents from this election stand out for particular attention: Donald Trump’s
controversial comments about Mexican immigrants and the grim tone of his Republican nomination
acceptance speech. Both reveal clear instances where the media were not pretending to be impartial.
In the first case, major outlets responded to Trump’s allegation that certain immigrants from
Mexico were bringing “drugs” and “crime,” while others were “rapists,” with incredulity, alarm, and
fury.68 For example, Philip Bump, the national correspondent of The Washington Post, cited numerous
studies that found very little correlation between immigrants and crime to prove that Trump’s claims
were untrue.69 Meanwhile, The New York Times ran pieces seeking to maximize the negative fallout
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from the remarks, such as one that mentioned how offended Mexicans were, and another that
emphasized how much money Trump lost in business and endorsement deals.70 71 These reactions are
representative of the overwhelmingly negative and biased view that the media took toward Trump’s
political agenda from the start.
Secondly, the media criticized Trump’s acceptance speech for painting a bleak and divisive
picture of America. The New York Times, for instance, labeled the speech “dark” by proclaiming it a far
cry from Ronald Reagan’s message of “morning in America,” noting that it contained “little new to offer
women, Hispanics, blacks, and others who have been turned off by Mr. Trump’s incendiary brand of
politics,” and declaring that Mr. Trump’s language on crime and ISIS made him sound like “a wartime
president.”72 The Washington Post conveyed a similar narrative, emphasizing Trump’s portrayal of some
illegal immigrants as “killers” and noting that the address sounded similar in tone to Richard Nixon’s
1968 nomination acceptance speech.73 These adverse responses to the address among prominent news
outlets show that some journalists could not recognize that Trump’s message accurately reflected the
sentiments of a great many Americans.
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Such persistently negative coverage persuaded Trump that the press was against him, and he
decided to fight back aggressively.74 75 During the campaign, he frequently attacked the media for
treating him unfairly and made them a centerpiece of his anti-elite messaging. For example, he created
derisive nicknames for various outlets, such as when he called The New York Times “The Failing New
York Times,” and claimed “they don’t know how to write good.”76 Trump also called out reporters on his
Twitter account for their slanted coverage and complained that camera crews were deliberately not
showing the full crowd sizes at his rallies, so as to minimize his perceived level of support.77 78 In this
way, he aimed to neutralize the threat that media elites posed to his candidacy.
This tactic ultimately paid off, not only because Trump managed to win the election, but also in
that the media emerged from the fight with a major credibility problem. By the end of the campaign,
increasing numbers of Americans felt that the press was covering Trump unfairly. A Gallup poll released
in September 2016 revealed that trust in the media had fallen to a record low of 32 percent, driven by
an 18-point drop among Republicans.79 Similarly, Quinnipiac University polling figures published in
October 2016 revealed the 55 percent of the likely voters surveyed believed that the press exhibited
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bias against Trump.80 The 2016 election, therefore, represented a watershed moment for the media.
Never in modern history had a candidate so habitually attacked the press or seen this message resonate
so strongly with large numbers of people. The fact that such a tactic was successful is a powerful
indicator that the media have lost their premier status among the American public.
Conclusion
For most of American history, the press, in all of its various forms, has seen its status rise among
the American public. It began as a reviled tool of partisan politics, designed to promote particular
political beliefs and discredit opponents. In the late 1800s, media outlets evolved to reflect the opinions
of their editors and reported news in a sensationalized manner in an effort to increase sales. In the
1920s and 1930s, Progressives such as Walter Lippmann sought to professionalize the press and
establish standards for reporting the news. The development of new outlets such as radio and television
aided these goals over the ensuing decades. Lippmann’s vision dominated the press between the 1930s
and the 1970s, a period that saw the media develop into a powerful institution and gain immense
prestige among the public. Since then, however, the press’ standing with a large segment of the
American people has eroded due to a variety of factors, most notably its starkly divergent views on
issues such as immigration and climate change and its negative coverage of disfavored political
candidates. In their recent departure from “objective” journalism that reports facts without excessive
commentary, the media have, in effect, returned to their partisan roots. Outlets now aggressively stake
out positions on issues and do not hesitate to offer opinions on political aspirants. Given that Americans
did not hold a very high opinion of the press in its earliest days, calling it overtly partisan, it seems likely
that this trend will continue in the current era of media subjectivity. Such developments indicate that
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the public wants a disinterested press, and that a return to the standards of Lippmann’s day is more
likely to help restore its fallen standing among the American public.
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